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ABSTRACT 

LBL-16646 

A simple model is presented that predicts a scaling form of the 

shape of crystal corners as the melting transition is approached. 

• This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High 
Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division or High Energy Physics or the U. S. Department 
or Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 

A crystal at equilibrium with its vapor or fluid has rough facets 

due to the processes of adsorption and desorption of surface atoms. Similarily, 

we hardly expect that crystal corners and edges are perfectly sharp. We 

present here a very simple model of crystal corners, similar in spirit to the 

SOS model of surface roughening. 

To illustrate the basic idea we will consider a corner in two dimen

sions. Figure 1 shows an ideal corner; the crystal "surfaces" emnating from 

corner atom C continue indefinitely in the directions of the lattice trans

lation vectors a and b. Note that atom C has one less nearest neighbor 

than all the other surface atoms. This suggests the following simplifying 

assumptions: (1) The temperature is sufficiently low so that only atoms 

with two nearest neighbors can evaporate. (2) The temperature is not too 

low so that atoms can adsorb only at sites having two nearest neighbors. 

Thus an atom placed at site X would be considered as belonging to the 

vapor or fluid phase. 

These conditions restrict the set of possible interfaces between 

the phases. Figure 2 shows a possible interface; atoms that can evaporate 

are represented by open circles, a + indicates a possible adsorption site. 

In general, the interface is defined by a sequence of non-negative integers 

{h;} i = 1, 2, 3, ... representing columns of evaporated atoms, where 

h1 ~h2~ha~· · · . 

If we let 

!:J..F = Fcrystal - Fnoncrystal = !:J..E - T liS 

denote the free energy dift'erence per atom of the two phases, the partition 

function for the corner configurations is simply: 

Z = L exp(- ~FE~ 1 hi) 
{h,} kT 
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As ilF-+-0, the number of evaporated atoms diverges. In this limit, we 

expect the function 

H(k) =< h~c > 

to approach a scaling form. Let {3 = ilF/kT and SJc = h1c- h1c+1 = 
0, 1, 2,... , then, 

:EO:~k BJ)exp(-!32::~=1 nsn) 

H(k) = -'-{8....:.'}---;=----~---L exp(- {3 2::~= 1 nsn) 
{s,} 

00 "00 
= L LJs=O s exp(-{3ns) 

· n=k E:.o exp(- f3ns) 

00 (d t)· = "" - log(1 - e- ). 
L- dt t={Jn n=k 

For {3-+-0 we can make the replacement 

with the result, 

00 ' 1' roo 
n~ J(f3n) -+- p}p/c f(t)dt 

1 
H(k)"" - -log(1- cPk) 

{3 

Introducing the rescaled variables, 

X= {3k 

Y = {3H(k) 

we arrive at the scaling form of the corner profile by taking the limit fJ-+0 

with x and y held constant: 

e-x+ e-Y = 1 (1) 
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For the three dimensional corner the analogous configurations of 

evaporated atoms correspond to the unrestricted "planar partitions" 1•2 • 

These are defined by integers {h;j} i = 1, 2,... j = 1, 2, ... satisfying 

h··>O I:J-

hij~hi+lj 

hij~hij+l· 

The partition function is written as 

00 

Z = L PNexp(-{3N) 
N=O 

where PN is the number of solutions of (2) having 

Lhij=N. 
ij 

(2) 

This function is known1•2 and permits us to obtain the mean number of 

evaporated atoms: 

00 

.Z = II (1- e-f3k)-k 

k=l 

lOg z,..,_ r(3) 
. [32 

({3-+-0) 

< N > = -d~ IogZ"' 2~~) 

This shows that the scaling surface, in analogy with (1), has the form 

F({3k, {31, {3m)= 0 in order that the volume of evaporated atoms scales as 

1/ {33 • An explicit expression for F is not known. 
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